SRS Is a Secure Data Sharing Platform

How the SRS Platform Works for Suppliers

Supply Risk Solutions (SRS) is a secure, permissionbased platform that keeps suppliers completely in
control of their data. Suppliers can add, change, and
delete data at any time, and decide which data to
share with individual customers. Data is never shared
without your permission.

The process for suppliers is simple and saves you time:

The Data Sharing Controls feature gives suppliers
fined-grained control of data viewing by specific
customers. For example, you decide which contact and
site information, if any, to share with each customer,
and which customers can view assessment responses.

Bank-Level Security
Guarding your data is essential to our business. That is
why we store the data in state-of-the-art Microsoft
Azure data centers protected around the clock by
guards, firewalls, data encryption, server monitoring,
independent security tests, and audits. Security
Scorecard rated our security as better than the
average financial institution every month since 2019.

SRS Is Legally Bound to Protect Your Data
SRS is certified to the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework,
whose legal commitments to privacy are enforced by
the US FTC. SRS is legally obligated by NDA to guard
your data against any unauthorized disclosure. SRS is
committed to a rigorous Privacy and Security Policy.

1. Your customer emails you to introduce SRS.
2. Click the “Password Reminder” link at the
secure SRS site https://supplier.supplyrisk.com
to get your password. Your email is your login.
3. Log in & enter requested data. Email questions
to SRS support (bcmsupport@supplyrisk.com)
4. Click “Data Sharing Controls” link in the
Conclusion tab to decide with whom to share
data.
5. Access free SRS training and templates to
improve your risk management (optional).
6. SRS emails your emergency contacts if a natural
disaster hits your factory locations to ask if
customer deliveries will be impacted.

Supplier Benefits from SRS
The benefits for suppliers using SRS (for free) are:
− Meet customer requirements
− Save time by entering data once for multiple
customers
− Update data securely & control who can view it
− Receive alerts for disasters near your sites
− Receive feedback on how to improve resilience

About SRS
SRS is dedicated to helping suppliers to achieve these
benefits. We are a California corporation founded in
2007 with over 16,000 users. To learn more about SRS,
please visit our website www.supplyrisk.com.
Questions? Email bcmsupport@supplyrisk.com

